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This report reviews the condition of Ukrainian farms three months into the full-scale invasion of
Russian forces. It hurts to learn daily about human casualties, including farm workers who were
killed during shelling. At the same time, the report focuses on the infrastructural destruction of
livestock facilities and the deaths of animals kept in them. The information contained in the report
was gathered from April 6 to May 31, 2022.

What effect has the war had on the livestock industry? How many farms and animals have been
affected by the actions of the Russian invaders? To get a better understanding of the situation, we
contacted 290 farms. The information gathered was structured and visualized via infographics.
Additionally, a list of farms destroyed during the war was formed based on information collected
from open sources.

This is the first report of its kind compiled during the full-scale war in Ukraine. Unfortunately, the
war is not over yet, so the destruction of farms and the death of animals continue. At the moment
of publishing this report, work on a next, more in-depth one, has already begun.

Data from the State Statistics Service, the Department of Agrarian
Policy of the Ministry of Economy and the Association of Milk
Producers.

As the First Deputy Minister of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine Taras Vysotsky, stated in an
interview with Business Censor (Бізнес Цензор) on April 8, 15% of Ukrainian livestock
infrastructure has been destroyed. At the same time, at the webinar “UA Farming at war time.
Livestock farming in focus” Olena Dadus, Deputy Director of the Department of Agrarian
Development, said it was not critical to the countryʼs food security.

In peaceful regions of Ukraine, specific actions are being taken to ensure the functioning of
livestock production and increase the number of animals. In particular, as stated by Olena Dadus,
“Farms are offered special credit programs, portfolio guarantees, support for demand from the
budget, and food for the people that reside in the temporarily occupied territories.”

https://biz.censor.net/r3332157
http://milkua.info/uk/post/cerez-vijnu-vtraceno-15-tvarinnictva?fbclid=IwAR1BiDsKni_mg_RxU_-weF5ukVsmAQ3laD0UAD2ykKvNjhE_CvQ1Uqs1WRk
http://milkua.info/uk/post/cerez-vijnu-vtraceno-15-tvarinnictva?fbclid=IwAR1BiDsKni_mg_RxU_-weF5ukVsmAQ3laD0UAD2ykKvNjhE_CvQ1Uqs1WRk


In addition, according to the State Statistics Service, in the first quarter of 2022, exports of live
animals from Ukraine decreased by 30.6% compared to the same period last year. We believe the
blocking of Ukrainian seaports to be one of the primary reasons.
The Association of Milk Producers estimates a possible reduction in the number of cattle by 8–10%
by the end of 2022. Among the main reasons for the reduction are the deaths of animals due to
hostilities and a certain number of cattle being funneled out of Ukraineʼs economy due to the
occupation. For comparison, there was 3.11 million head of cattle in Ukraine in 2021. A reduction of
up to 300,000 animals is expected.

Industrial and eco-farms destroyed during the war: open source
information

To demonstrate the effects of the hostilities, we have compiled a list of destroyed farms that
received publicity in the media. The list includes industrial farms, zoos and shelters.

Warning: the following materials contain graphic images
of dead animals.

https://agrotimes.ua/tvarinnitstvo/u-i-kvartali-ukrayina-eksportuvala-na-306-menshe-zhyvyh-tvaryn/
https://forbes.ua/inside/doinnya-pid-obstrilami-viyna-zabere-zhittya-ponad-300-000-koriv-abo-yak-molochni-fermi-perezhili-rosiysku-okupatsiyu-28042022-5651


Farms

Russian armed forces destroyed the “Alexandria” stable, together with the horses, in the village of
Gostomel, Kyiv region. The majority of the 32 animals were burned alive. Photo and source

Photo: Equestrian club Alexandria / Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/kskalexandria/posts/132824075930126


The dairy farm “Agromol” in the Kharkiv region was shelled by Russian armed forces. The farm was
severely damaged: cowshed roofs were torn off, vehicles destroyed, dozens of cows were killed,
and the survivors wandered among the wreckage. Video / Source

Photo: Telegram channel “Труха” / https://t.me/truexanewsua

An agricultural enterprise located in the temporarily occupied Chkaliv community, Kharkiv region,
was destroyed by shelling. Three hangars burned down along with the cows. A farm in the
Vovchansk district was also completely destroyed, and hundreds of animals were killed. Earlier, an
animal farm in Malaya Rogan burned down as a result of shelling by Russian forces. Source and
photos

Photo: “News Television Agency” («Агентство Телебачення „Новини“»)

https://www.facebook.com/opencagesUA/videos/532793138446390
https://kurkul.com/news/30060-okupanti-na-harkivschini-rozstrilyali-desyatki-koriv-na-fermi
https://atn.ua/kharkiv/okupanty-na-kharkivshchyni-vypaliuiut-fermy-razom-z-tvarynamy-video-370155/
https://atn.ua/kharkiv/okupanty-na-kharkivshchyni-vypaliuiut-fermy-razom-z-tvarynamy-video-370155/


Russian soldiers killed 110 cows on “Naporivske” dairy farm (Lukashivka village, Chernihiv region).
The owner claims that Russians killed the animals because “their mooing seemed too loud.” The
cows and calves were shot just for fun. Source ENG

Photo: Hryhoriy Tkachenko

On March 20–21, a farm in Anisov near Chernihiv was bombed twice by Russian planes. Hundreds
of animals died as a result of the air strikes, several people were injured and one person was killed.
Almost eight dozen calves were burned alive and died from shrapnel wounds, 60 newborns and
more than four dozen cows which is about half of the herd. Source and photo

Photo: Suspilne Chernihiv

https://www.dairyglobal.net/industry-and-markets/market-trends/russian-soldiers-kill-110-cattle-on-ukraine-farm/
https://suspilne.media/228676-aviacieu-po-telatah-u-seli-bila-cernigova-rosiani-dvici-bombili-fermu/


“Yasnogorodka” Ecopark in the Kyiv Region was hit by shelling. The largest ostrich farm in Ukraine
was located on the grounds of the eco-park. A large number of ostriches were killed and their
enclosures were burned down. Oleksandr Mashchenko, deputy director of the ostrich farm at the
eco-park, said that about a third of the animals had died.

Photo: Alexander Medvedev / НВ

On April 30, a Russian air bomb hit a farm in the village of Vozdvyzhivka, Zaporizhia region.
Buildings were destroyed and domestic animals were killed due to the shelling. Source and photo

Photo: Zaporizhia Regional Military Administration / https://t.me/zoda_gov_ua

https://nv.ua/ukr/ukraine/events/yak-viglyadaye-yasnogorodka-pislya-obstriliv-rosiji-fotoreportazh-nv-50230051.html
https://t.me/zoda_gov_ua/7187


MHP Agroindustrial Holding published a statement on the temporary suspension of one of its
enterprises PJSC “Ukrainian Bacon” in the Kramatorsk district, Donetsk region. The statement
reads: “A further offensive by Russian forces in the Donetsk region puts the lives and well-being of
the employees at risk and makes it impossible for the enterprise to function.” Source

Russian shells completely destroyed a fur farm owned by the Polish breeder Szczepan Wójcik. The
mink farm was located in the Kharkiv region near Izium. Moreover, the Russian military killed
several farm employees. The exact number of victims is currently unknown. Source UKR / Source
PL

Photo: Szczepan Wójcik/ Twitter

https://mhp.com.ua/uk/news-mhp/PIDPRY%60YeMSTVO%20UKRAYiNS%60KY%60J%20BEKON%20NA%20DONEChChY%60NI%20TY%60MChASOVO%20PRY%60ZUPY%60NYaYe%20ROBOTU
https://kurkul.com/news/30538-na-harkivschini-okupanti-znischili-gospodarstvo-polskogo-selektsionera
https://www.farmer.pl/fakty/rynki-wschodnie/zniszczyli-ferme-polskiego-hodowcy-na-ukrainie,119296.html
https://www.farmer.pl/fakty/rynki-wschodnie/zniszczyli-ferme-polskiego-hodowcy-na-ukrainie,119296.html


Four million chickens died at the largest European poultry farm in Chornobayivka, Kherson region.
The birds died because the Russian armed forces shut down the local power plant which led to the
shutdown of the automated feeding system.

The company employees tried to arrange for the delivery of fodder, but the trucks came under fire.
Due to safety reasons, supplies were cut off. In the end, the factory decided to distribute 1.45
million eggs and the remaining 90,000 chickens to employees and neighboring farms. Source and
photo ENG

Photo: Andriy Chirkov

On May 28, the Russian military shelled a poultry farm in Putivl, Sumy region. The buildings of the
enterprise were destroyed and the ventilation system was damaged. Video

Zoos and animal shelters

Russians killed about 100 animals, destroyed part of the cages and completely ruined the
infrastructure of the Feldman Ecopark. The park is located in the northern suburbs of Kharkiv and
has been under fire since February 24. Around five thousand animals of almost 300 species lived in
the Feldman Ecopark before the full-scale war.
“Five of our employees died rescuing animals,” said the head of partnership projects of the eco-park
Vadym Vorotynsky in an interview with “UP. Zhuttia”. Source

https://www.wsj.com/articles/four-million-dead-chickens-tell-grim-story-of-ukrainian-farm-11649410270?page=1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/four-million-dead-chickens-tell-grim-story-of-ukrainian-farm-11649410270?page=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEPkWX0HxEA
https://life.pravda.com.ua/society/2022/04/27/248427/


Russians killed 20 animals during the shelling of a shelter in the village of Kalynivka in the Mykolaiv
region. “As a result of the shelling, a fire broke out in a two-story country house which was used as
a shelter for animals. Rescuers of the 16th state fire rescue unit of the 2nd state fire and rescue
detachment extinguished the fire on the second floor of the building with an area of 30 sq.m. 20
animals fell victim to the devastating fire,” reports SES of Ukraine. Source and Photo

About 500 animals from a local shelter in the village of Borodyanka near Kyiv spent four weeks
locked in cages without water and food. Almost 300 dogs died of starvation and thirst.

The shelter in Bucha district became accessible on April 1, when Borodyanka was freed from the
occupational forces. Volunteers were able to save a third of the shelterʼs residents. Most dogs are
being treated as they are in critical condition. Source and photo

Photo: UA Animals

https://tsn.ua/ato/rosiyski-okupanti-obstrilyali-pritulok-dlya-tvarin-zaginulo-20-puhnastikiv-ta-postrazhdali-lyudi-1999042.html
https://www.the-village.com.ua/village/city/situation/324951-zagibel-tvarin-z-pritulku-v-okupovaniy-borodyantsi


Results of the telephone survey of farms
Open Cages representatives called and emailed 290 farms. The respondents were asked only one
question: “Did your farm suffer as a result of the full-scale invasion by Russians?”

Destroyed farms, according to the telephone survey

Out of the 290 farms we called, 127 responded. This represents 43.8% of the total number of farms
on the list. We could not get any answer from the remaining 56.2% of farms. The absence of a
telephone connection and reluctance to communicate to give out any information were the two
most common causes.

To get a better picture, we combined what we learned from the telephone survey and open-source
information on the destruction of farms into a single map. Thus, the number of farms covered by
the study increased from 290 to 303, and the response rate on the farm situation increased from
43.8% to 46.2%. The total number of responses increased from 127 to 139 industrial and eco-farms.
Later in this text, we will rely on this aggregated data.

Destroyed farms, according to the telephone survey and open-source info / Aggregated map



There is a direct correlation between the number of farms which have been destroyed, damaged
farms or ceased to exist and the regions in which they are located. The following map visualizes of
the territories where the Russian invasion was the most effective

Territories where the Russian invasion was the most effective and the destruction of farms



Results of the telephone survey of farms by region
This part of the report is devoted to the responses received during the telephone survey. Replies
and quotes from farm representatives will be cited, however, the farms will not be identified. The
only territorial reference we will make is by region. Specific locations will be mentioned only with
consent.

Northern regions

The northern regions of Ukraine are among the most affected by the war. The Russian offensive on
Kyiv has caused significant infrastructural damage and a large number of casualties. Industrial
farms are no exception. Two farms in the Sumy region and one in the Zhytomyr region shared
photos to illustrate the scale of destruction.



1,500 pigs died from a bombing on February 27–28 in the Zhytomyr region

Photo: industrial agriculture, the private limited company “Dubovyi Hai”

Photo: industrial agriculture, the private limited company “Dubovyi Hai”



Photo: industrial agriculture, the private limited company “Dubovyi Hai”



The farm in the Sumy region was under bombardment for two weeks. Out of the 7,500 pigs, only
3,500 survived. Starvation and dehydration were the main reasons for the animalsʼ deaths.

Photo: the private limited company “Krasnopilskyi MMK”

Photo: the private limited company “Krasnopilskyi MMK”



Photo: the private limited company “Krasnopilskyi MMK”

Photo: the private limited company “Krasnopilskyi MMK”



Another pig farm in the Sumy region was completely destroyed. Out of 5,000 animals 4,000 were
killed.

Photo: the private limited company “SIMK”

Photo: the private limited company “SIMK”



Photo: the private limited company “SIMK”

One of the dairy farms in the Chernihiv region had difficulties selling their products. As bridges had
been destroyed, it was impossible to transport milk to processing plants. Farmers were forced to
dispose of about 20 tonnes of milk. It was then decided to distribute the milk to the public free of
charge, however, the amount of milk was much larger than the community could consume. Finally,
the farmers decided to feed the cows with their own milk to save on feed. Source

Several fisheries responded that their generators did not work and that they had difficulty selling
their products. They also mentioned the high price of fuel, which stopped everything and,
therefore, prevented the sowing campaign from happening at all.

On another dairy farm, the animals lived in occupation for five weeks. They did not receive
adequate nutrition or veterinary care. A representative of the farm elaborated that some cows
miscarried due to the explosions.

We were told that animals in the Yasnogorodka Eco-park in the Kyiv Region, which has become a
media site, were released from cages to give them a chance to escape. It is important to mention
that the largest ostrich farm in Ukraine was located on the territory of the eco-park.

https://suspilne.media/239968-moloko-zgodovuut-korovam-bo-nemae-zbutu-aka-situacia-z-tvarinnictvom-na-novgorod-siversini/


Eastern regions

We received the fewest responses from eastern Ukraine. This was mostly due to a lack of
communication rather than people not being willing to contact us or perceiving us as suspicious.
Overall, the situation in these regions is unknown. However, we were able to talk to two fisheries in
the Zolochiv and Derhachiv districts of the Kharkiv region. One of them responded: “The farm is on
the front line, people do not go to work, there is the destruction caused by shells, the state of the
situation is unknown as all the workers le�.” The other fishery is located in the occupied territories.
According to the respondent, it is “destroyed, people do not work there.”

Acting Director of the Department of Agro-Industrial Development of the Kharkiv Regional State
Administration, Konstantin Panfilov provided some information about the situation in the Kharkiv
region in an interview. According to him, 10 farms were partially destroyed as a result of the
bombardment, and on seven of them many animals were killed. Panfilov emphasized that the
leading livestock farms of Kupyansk, Izium, and, in part, Chuhuiv districts are under occupation.
“The specific total share of cattle in the farms of Kupyansk and Izium districts is 46%. The volume
of milk production is 48%. Half of the livestock production and over 60% of the pig production are
lost in the Chuhuiv district.”

We learned from the official press release of MHP that the enterprise “  Ukrainskyi Bekon”
(“Ukrainian bacon”) in the Donetsk region, in the Kramatorsk district, is temporarily suspending its
work.

  As of the end of May 2022, 80% of the Luhansk region is occupied by Russian troops, where heavy
fighting is taking place. It is nearly impossible to access any information from those territories.

https://suspilne.media/242773-najpotuznisi-tvarinnicki-gospodarstva-harkivsini-pid-okupacieu-ova/
https://mhp.com.ua/uk/news-mhp/PIDPRY%60YeMSTVO%20UKRAYiNS%60KY%60J%20BEKON%20NA%20DONEChChY%60NI%20TY%60MChASOVO%20PRY%60ZUPY%60NYaYe%20ROBOTU


Southern regions

The south of Ukraine is also partially occupied, while Crimea has been annexed since 2014. As of
the end of May, the Ukrainian armed forces were conducting a counteroffensive in the Kherson
region. In fact, the largest poultry farm in Europe where four million chickens died is located there,
in Chornobayivka. This is the most massive death of animals on the same farm we are aware of at
the moment.

In addition to the poultry farm in Chornobayivka, the fisheries there were affected as well. Here is a
list of the replies from the farm representatives which we gathered during the phone calls:

● “The farm was directly at the front line, so we had to suspend our activities. The water in
the pond is polluted, which caused death to all the fish. It will take three years to restore
the farm,” — a fish farm from Belozersky district.

● The enterprise in Nova Kakhovka stated: “Our economy has been completely destroyed by
the Russian Federation.”

● “Nobody is working on the farm yet as the Russian troops are nearby. At the moment, there
is no information about the state of the farm,”— a farm representative from Kherson. A
week a�er our conversation, we got a call back and were told that there were no issues
with the fish, they survived.

Two other fish farms responded that they were under occupation, but they were still operating.

Farms in the Zaporizhzhia region that have been affected by the war in one way or another are
either near the front line or in the occupied territory. Most of them are fisheries. One of them
stopped working, while “Russians are taking away fish that have been raised for 15 years” from the
other one in the Vasyliv district. The Armed Forces of Ukraine and the Territorial Defense Forces do
not let workers enter another farm for security reasons, as the front line is nearby. The only poultry
farm we were able to talk with said that the chickens were being fed, even though the factory was
in the occupied territories.



We were able to talk with 12 farms in the Odesa region. Three of them are fish farms that reported
significant struggles due to the war. The main problems are the lack of fuel and difficulties in
finding a veterinarian.

In particular, a fish farm representative from Odesa said that they had significant trouble with fuel
which is needed for the operation of equipment that saturates water with oxygen. It is also not
possible for them to pay utility bills as they are unable to sell their goods. They are worried that the
fish may die due to insufficient financial resources.

The poultry farm in the Bashtansky area of the Mykolaiv region does not work and is at a
liquidation stage.

Central regions

We faced the greatest unwillingness to share any information about the farms functioning from the
central regions of Ukraine. Our suggestion is that it was just a measure of caution, although we
provided information to easily identify and verify who we are and what the “Open Cages Ukraine”
NGO is doing.

Based on the responses we received, most of the farms and animals were not affected. The fishery
in the Cherkasy region made a complaint about the increase in electricity prices and the pig farm in
the Dnipropetrovsk region protested about the difficulties with feed.



Western regions

Western Ukraine is the only region where the response rate exceeded 60%. Out of the 61 farms, we
communicated with 37. In general, the situation there is relatively calm, given the current
circumstances in the country during the war. Only one of the fish farms in the Dubno district, in the
Rivne region, reported that a part of their fish population died a�er being hit by a missile. However,
according to the farm representatives, everything is stable now. Another fish farm in Khmelnytsky
region argued that they were unable to sell 10 tonnes of fish because of the decreased demand
during the war.

We also contacted the representatives of the SMF projects, or Simeini Molochni Fermy (which
means “family dairy farms”), whose office is located in the Rivne region. The project aims to
develop dairy farming by helping to set up family dairy farms. Their representative provided us
with interesting, yet quite general information: “The project continues to work in the face of
Russian aggression. Today, the project has 164 family farms in 12 regions of Ukraine, 37 of which
are in the war zone and are on the verge of collapse.” In addition to this, SMF said that “animals on
all farms are in dire need of medicine, cow and calf feed, fuel and fertilizers for sowing feed, power
generators for milking, and other farm equipment.” As of mid-April, when the Open Cages were in
contact with the SMF, none of the animals on farms were affected, even those who were in a zone
of active missile attacks and air strikes in the Sumy region (three farms) and the Mykolaiv region
(five farms).

Summary
Farms that are currently under occupation may function, but they are neither a part of Ukraineʼs
economy nor are in the field of influence of animal-rights organizations. Therefore, it is unknown
what is happening on those farms. Military aggression significantly affected the livestock of
Ukraine. As of mid-April, there is a 15% reduction in the industry, while the number of live exports



also decreased by 30%. The Association of Milk Producers estimates a possible reduction in the
number of cattle by 8–10% by the end of 2022.

The death toll is enormous on some farms, such as the poultry farm in Chornobayivka where four
million chickens died. We predict that the situation will only worsen and the number of dead
animals will increase while the war lasts.

At the same time, we see a positive signal. The farmer from the Mykolaiv Oblast reorganized the
aquafarm for vegetable growing which was previously focused on shrimps. The businessman
started growing vegetables in the former pools as a social experiment. According to him, he is
doing this to strengthen the food security of our community (Video, article). Therefore, despite all
the tragic news, there is a possibility for business transformation and development.

Along with positive signals, we see a space for increasing animal welfare conditions throughout the
country a�er Ukraine was granted EU candidate status. The candidate status means Ukraine will be
obliged to implement higher farm standards. And this is where we can help do it faster. Thus, even
in this complex and dynamic situation, we're sure that further work reorganizing Ukraine's
livestock industry will decrease the level of suffering for millions of animals.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gl7Ac7NNWUA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.golos.com.ua/article/357684

